THE ANSWER FOR EVERY SPACE

Every K-12 setting is a learning space and requires a unique set of solutions to deliver the comfort, focus and support students and teachers need. HON furniture is designed to adapt to changing needs during the day and throughout the school. From the classroom to the cafeteria—even the hallways in between—HON has the right products for every space, every student and every type of learning.
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HON saw today’s evolved learning space coming years before it arrived. We did it by understanding the most effective teaching methods, then investigating how smarter spaces could enhance learning. So we designed affordable chairs, tables and desks that were more in tune with both teacher and student needs. That provided great versatility and encouraged stronger collaboration. When your school can do all that, you’ll achieve a higher level of learning.
BIG IDEAS FOR ELEMENTARY

Show and tell. Class projects. Story time. Younger learners have a much different daily schedule than other students. This requires a unique learning environment—one that supports a variety of teaching styles and classroom layouts. Desks that can be configured to support small groups, one-on-one instruction and collaborative mentor learning. Variable height tables and chairs that fit every level of elementary learning. Mobile storage that defines boundaries and keeps the classroom tidy. With a combination of comfort, adaptability and organization, it’s easy to see why HON is every teacher’s pet.
Featured Products
Flock Mini Cylinder,
SmartLink Desk, Chairs
and Storage Cabinet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SmartLink Desks</th>
<th>SmartLink Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjustable Height</td>
<td>6”H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23”H - 33”H</td>
<td>12”H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Height</td>
<td>14”H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30”H</td>
<td>16”H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit-to-Stand Height</td>
<td>18”H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30”H - 43”H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Middle school is where students begin to discover their interests. Explore new ways of thinking. With a variety of subjects and activities, teachers need to create a variety of classroom settings throughout the day. That’s why HON desks and tables are designed to support rows, clusters and a variety of other layouts that encourage personalized learning. Chairs that intuitively respond to a student’s movement, providing the active comfort needed to maintain focus. Teachers benefit from HON learning furniture as well, with mobile workstations, storage solutions and presentation boards that adapt to fit any lesson plan or teaching style.
Featured Products
SmartLink Teacher Station,
Build Half-Round Table,
SmartLink Chair and
Storage Cabinet.
As instructors evolve their teaching techniques to prepare the next generation for higher education and careers, the classroom has adapted to reflect real world settings. Active learning spaces move beyond conventional classrooms in favor of a dynamic, interactive style that teaches the skills employers value. Mobile whiteboards, integrated technology, and versatile tables work together to support group participation, presentations and hands-on instruction.
Featured Products
SmartLink Desk and Task
Swivel Stool, Motivate Table
and Mobile Markerboard.
MAKE WAY FOR MAKING

Learning through the process of making puts an emphasis on tinkering over lecturing. Today’s students are getting more real-world experience creating solutions, exploring new ideas and deconstructing things in makerspaces. Supporting these kinetic hands-on activities requires a different set of tools, such as adaptable storage, tables and mobile whiteboards that bring students closer to their work. HON takes pride in creating practical makerspaces that prepare our next generation of workers.
Featured Products
Motivate 4 Leg Chair, Build Ribbon Table, SmartLink Modular Storage Cabinet, and Mobile Markerboard.
ONE SPACE. LIMITLESS POTENTIAL.

Don’t tell this generation that libraries are solely places for quiet reflection and whispering. From individual reading to group projects, libraries now support a variety of activities throughout the day, with spaces ranging from comfy lounges to individual workstations to group settings. This requires integrated power for charging devices, a variety of table sizes to support a broader range of learning, and most importantly, arrangements that help students accomplish more.
Featured Products
Accommodate Stool, Guest Chair, Arrange Table, Flock Lounge Chair and Collaborative Table.
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Lunch. Assembly. Testing. Any activity that brings large groups together is held here. So how do you comfortably support a variety of settings throughout the day? You Motivate it. Motivate tables and chairs transform cafeteria settings into a dynamic, flexible environment. Tables are available with fixed, nesting, folding and height-adjustable base options, making them easy to set up, quick to rearrange and simple to store when not in use. Chairs can be stored in convenient, space-saving nests or stacks — ready to move when and where you need it.
Featured Products
Motivate High-Density Stacker Sled Base Chair,
Motivate Multi-purpose Nesting Tables, 4-Leg Stacking Chairs, and Cart.
Set a tone for the entire school with an efficient front office that is inviting for students and parents, and organized for staff. Well-designed administrative areas support both individual and teaming activities, while offering easy access to active and archival files. Private offices with efficient desk and storage layouts maximize space and support both informal meetings and heads-down focus. HON administrative products help you stay organized, keep your composure, and regain control over the front office.
Featured Products
Grove 2-Seat with Table,
Ignition Executive,
Multi-Purpose Chairs,
and 700 Series Storage.
ANYTHING BUT COMMON

Studies show a growing percentage of learning happens outside the classroom, making common areas vital to the learning process. Comprised of change-of-pace lounges, varying-height tables, chairs and stools, these spaces provide a comfortable place for students to connect. Common areas also include that much needed faculty lounge where teachers can retreat during the workday. HON can make any break area more versatile and inviting with a combination of comfortable guest and lounge seating that offer teachers a place to relax, refuel and recharge before the bell rings.
Featured Products
Accommodate Guest Chair, Arrange Table, Flock Modular Chair, and Cube Table.
EVERY SPACE IS A LEARNING SPACE

HON knows learning doesn’t end at the classroom door. In every corner of your facility, knowledge is transferred, papers are graded, and decisions are made. From the front office to the classroom – and every opportunity for learning between – we craft the products that inspire, engage and connect the ways in which students learn.
STOOLS & MULTIPURPOSE CHAIRS

SMARTLINK TASK SWIVEL STOOL
ACCOMMODATE COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL
ACCOMMODATE CAFE HEIGHT STOOL
IGNITION CAFE HEIGHT STOOL
MOTIVATE COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL
MOTIVATE CAFE HEIGHT STOOL

FLOCK 4-LEG STOOL

COLLABORATIVE & PUBLIC SPACES

FLOCK ROUND LOUNGE CHAIR
FLOCK SQUARE LOUNGE CHAIR
FLOCK MODULAR END
FLOCK MODULAR CHAIR
FLOCK OTTOMAN
GROVE 1-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR

GROVE 2-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR
GROVE 2-SEAT W/ TABLE LOUNGE CHAIR
GROVE 3-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR

FLOCK MINI SQUARE
FLOCK MINI SQUARE W/ HARD TOP
FLOCK MINI SQUARE W/ CASTERS
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER W/ HARD TOP
FLOCK MINI CYLINDER W/ CASTERS
STUDENT & TEACHER DESKS

SMARTLINK DESK
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
23" H - 33" H

SMARTLINK DESK
FIXED HEIGHT
30" H

SMARTLINK DESK
SIT-TO-STAND
30" H - 43" H

SMARTLINK
TEACHER STATION

SMARTLINK
MOBILE METAL DESK

MENTOR

TABLES

BUILD
ARC TABLE

BUILD
HALF-ROUND TABLE

BUILD
RIBBON TABLE

BUILD
KITE TABLE

BUILD
WISP TABLE

BUILD
RECTANGLE TABLE

BUILD
ROUND TABLE

BUILD
SQUARE TABLE

BUILD
TIDE TABLE

BUILD
SNAP TABLE

BUILD
TRAPEZOID TABLE

BUILD
DART TABLE

BUILD
DART NESTING TABLE

MOTIVATE
HALF-ROUND TABLE

MOTIVATE
TRAPEZOID TABLE

MOTIVATE
HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE RECTANGLE TABLE

HUDDLE
RECTANGLE TABLE

PRESIDE
COLLABORATIVE TABLE
STANDING HEIGHT

ARRANGE
RECTANGULAR TABLE
30" H - 42" H

ARRANGE
SOFT SQUARE TABLE
30" H - 42" H

ARRANGE
ROUND TABLE
30" H - 42" H

FLOCK
COLLABORATIVE TABLE W/ TABLET
ADMIN, FACULTY & RECEPTION DESKS

10700 SERIES  10500 SERIES  38000 SERIES  ABOUND  COORDINATE STANDING-HEIGHT BASE

STORAGE

SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET CREDENZA HEIGHT  SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET FULL HEIGHT  SMARTLINK STORAGE CABINET MARKER BOARD  FLAGSHIP BOOKCASES  BRIGADE STEEL BOOKCASES  310 SERIES VERTICAL FILES

FLAGSHIP LATERAL FILES  BRIGADE 700 SERIES LATERAL FILES  BRIGADE 600 SERIES LATERAL FILES  BRIGADE 600 SERIES SHELF FILES  BRIGADE STORAGE CABINETS  FLAGSHIP FILE CENTERS

CONTAIN TOWERS  CONTAIN CREDENZAS  CONTAIN PEDESTALS

ACCESSORIES

MOBILE MARKERBOARD  SMARTLINK WHITEBOARD  MONITOR ARMS DUAL  MOTIVATE CART HOLDS UP TO 40 STACKED CHAIRS
GREATER EXPECTATIONS

Material selections set the tone for your school and help you maintain brand consistency. HON offers a diverse collection of durable and attractive fabrics and finishes that will stand the test of time, both structurally and aesthetically. From classic colors to distinctive patterns, it’s all about creating a look that’s uniquely you, while allowing for easy cleaning and maintenance. HON’s scratch-, stain-, and spill-resistant laminate finishes are built to withstand the demands of any student body, and can be quickly wiped down at the end of the day. When putting the finishing touches on your furniture order, get the best HON has to offer.
YOUR HON FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY

Every time you purchase a HON product, you’re making an investment in your future. We’re proud to play a part in that future, and you can trust us to do our best for as long as you need us.

The HON Full Lifetime Warranty is our assurance to you that the HON desks, workstations, seating, tables, or storage you purchase will be free from defective material or workmanship for the life of the product.

In the unlikely event that any HON product or component covered by the HON Full Lifetime Warranty should fail under normal workplace use as a result of defective material or workmanship, HON promises to repair it. If we are unable to repair it, we will replace it with comparable product or, if you prefer, we will refund your purchase price.

WHAT'S COVERED BY THE HON FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY?

Your HON Full Lifetime Warranty applies to product manufactured after January 1, 2011. All HON product lines, materials, and components are covered by your HON Full Lifetime Warranty except for the items described below.

The specific product lines, materials, and components listed below are covered under HON’s Full 12-Year, Full 10-Year, and Full 5-Year Warranties (from date of purchase).

HON’S FULL 12-YEAR WARRANTY

- Electrical components (LED task lights, lamps and ballasts are not covered)
- Seating ilira®-stretch
- Seating controls
- Pneumatic cylinders
- Wood seating
- Accessories
- Laminate Surfaces
- Veneer Surfaces

HON’S FULL 10-YEAR WARRANTY

- Soothe™ Patient Recliner Mechanism

HON’S FULL 5-YEAR WARRANTY

- All LED task lights
- Panel and seating textiles
- Electric Height Adjustable Bases (Including Memory Control)
- Directional™ Desktop Sit-to-Stand
- Soothe™ Patient Recliner Central Lock Mechanism
- Soothe™ Patient Recliner Pivoting Arm

These warranties apply to HON products sold within the United States of America, U.S. Territories, and Canada, as well as U.S. Military and Federal Agency purchases (regardless of location).

IS ANYTHING NOT COVERED?

There are a few exclusions to the HON Full Lifetime Warranty and to the 12-, 10-, and 5-year warranties. These exclusions are:

- All basyx by HON® products (these products are covered under a separate basyx by HON® warranty).
- Color-fastness or matching of colors, woodgrains, or textures occurring in wood, leather, or other materials that naturally exhibit inherent color variations.
- Customer’s own materials (COM) selected by and used at the request of a user.
- Modifications or attachments to the product that are not approved by The HON Company and product failures resulting from such modifications or attachments.
- Product normal wear and tear, which is to be expected over the course of ownership.
- Products that were not installed, used, or maintained in accordance with product instructions and warnings.
- Products used for rental purposes.
- Damage caused by cleaning chemicals.
- Dye transfers caused by external contaminants (including clothing and accessory dyes such those used on denim jeans) may migrate to lighter colors. This phenomenon is increased by humidity and temperature and is irreversible.

WARRANTY REQUESTS OR QUESTIONS?

Your HON dealer is our mutual partner in supporting your warranty requests. To obtain service under this warranty, please contact your HON dealer. If you are not sure who your dealers, please call HON Customer Support at 800.833.3964.

THAT’S YOUR HON FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY. AS AN OWNER OF HON PRODUCT, THE WARRANTY EXPLAINED HERE IS YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. THERE ARE SOME EXCEPTIONS IF YOU PURCHASED THE PRODUCT FOR HOME OR PERSONAL USE WHICH ARE EXPLAINED BELOW. TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, THE HON COMPANY MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE HON COMPANY WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

A WORD ABOUT PURCHASES FOR HOME OR PERSONAL USE

Please note, this section only applies if you purchased your HON product for your home or for your own personal or family use. HON’s warranties give you specific legal rights and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state. As a consumer purchaser, the complete exclusion of implied warranties noted in the above paragraph does not apply to you, however, to the extent allowed by applicable state law, the implied warranties are limited to the applicable term of the warranty. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion or limitation may not apply to you.